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Abstract: Building an autonomous driving system requires a detailed and unified semantic represen-
tation from multiple cameras. The bird’s eye view (BEV) has demonstrated remarkable potential as a
comprehensive and unified perspective. However, most current research focuses on innovating the
view transform module, ignoring whether the crucial image encoder can construct long-range feature
relationships. Hence, we redesign an image encoder with a large kernel attention mechanism to
encode image features. Considering the performance gains obtained by the complex view transform
module are insignificant, we propose a simple and effective Bilinear-Attention Transform module
to lift the dimension completely. Finally, we redesign a BEV encoder with a CNN block of a larger
kernel size to reduce the distortion of BEV features away from the ego vehicle. The results on the
nuScenes dataset confirm that our model outperforms other models with equivalent training settings
on the segmentation task and approaches state-of-the-art performance.

Keywords: camera; bird’s eye view; autonomous driving; view transformation; semantic segmentation

1. Introduction

The development of autonomous driving has become a highly dynamic area of re-
search. To ensure safety, autonomous driving needs access to a robust, detailed, and
rich representation of its surroundings, especially in urban driving scenarios. As one of
the crucial technologies of autonomous driving, environment perception [1,2] is mainly
achieved through the combination of cameras, radar, LIDAR, and other sensors to capture
information about the environment around the vehicle, which is also a prerequisite and
basis for the realization of autonomous driving. In recent years, offline High-Definition
maps combined with environmental awareness have become a viable solution to achieve
high-level autonomous driving functions as soon as possible. However, the High-Definition
map is limited by the update frequency and update cost and is not the perfect choice for
the solution. In this context, Bird’s-Eye View (BEV) perception is gradually developed as
an alternative solution that provides a more comprehensive and detailed representation of
the surroundings in a top-down view of the scene and facilitates downstream tasks such as
navigation and control of autonomous vehicles.

Due to the advantages of BEV in downstream tasks, the field of BEV sensing has
grown rapidly in the past three years and has produced many excellent research studies.
The history of the development of BEV perception can be traced back to [3], which proposes
the Inverse Perspective Transformation (IMP) to accomplish the transformation of image
views to BEV and is a pioneering work in view transformation. Existing BEV perception
methods can be divided into four categories according to the view transform module:
IMP-based methods, depth-based or voxel-based methods, MLP-based methods, and
Transformer-based methods. However, the existing methods have some limitations and
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areas for improvement. The IMP-based methods, such as [4–6], are unable to generate high-
quality BEV representations due to the large differences and severe deformations between
the two views. In addition, these methods rely heavily on the horizon assumption, and the
models perform very poorly when the environment does not conform to that assumption
or when no prior information is available. The MLP-based methods, such as [7,8], ignore
the geometric prior for calibrating the camera and usually transform the multi-view images
separately, which cannot fully exploit the information embedded in the overlapping parts of
the images. Transformer-based methods, such as [9,10], have undergone rapid development
in the last two years and have shown excellent model results. However, these methods
have efficiency problems in the training and inference processes, which limit their practical
application. Moreover, these methods still rely on deep pretraining, indicating that depth
information is still crucial for view transformation in such methods. In contrast, depth-
based methods, such as [11–14], have higher computational efficiency and flexibility in
multi-view image processing. However, there is still a gap between these methods and the
state-of-the-art LiDAR-based models. To bridge this gap, we need to explore performance
improvement paths further while maintaining computational efficiency.

Summarizing previous work, depth- or voxel-based BEV perception exhibits a high
degree of modularity and reusability with a paradigm with three essential components:
an image encoder, a view transform module, and a BEV encoder. These different modules
form a comprehensive BEV perception pipeline. The image encoder is the foundation and
provides the necessary feature extraction capabilities. The view transform module converts
input data from multiple camera views into a uniform BEV representation for consistent
and coherent processing. The BEV encoder module encodes the 3D voxel data, capturing
the intrinsic spatial and semantic features for subsequent analysis. This modular design
allows the decoupling of specific functions, increasing flexibility and facilitating the reuse of
individual components in different BEV-perception systems. Most current research focuses
on improving or innovating view transform modules, ignoring the image encoder and the
BEV encoder. However, the state-of-the-art view transform module yields only a four-point
performance improvement [15]. While it is true that the view transformation module is an
integral part of the model both intuitively and practically, using simple bilinear sampling to
perform the view transformation work is equally effective, though not at the most advanced
level. The view transform module has much less impact on the model’s performance in
the current architecture than the selection of the appropriate input resolution and batch
size [15]. Meanwhile, since the region size of BEV features is artificially set, the data features
out of range in the original image will be discarded. Therefore, in the initial stage of the
model, using a backbone network with stronger modeling capability to learn long-range
relationships can further exploit the information in the images and improve the model’s
performance. In addition, the 2D to 3D transform module causes much information loss,
especially distortion of features at long distances.

Following the above, we investigate three components: the image encoder, the view
transform module, and the BEV encoder. The traditional CNN image encoders, such
as ResNet [16] and ConvNeXt [17], cannot model long-range feature relationships. In
contrast, the Transformer-based image encoder ignores more feature relationships between
channels, while model training is more difficult and data requirements are greater. In
addition, the Large Kernel Attention [18] module combines the advantages of convolution
and self-attentive mechanisms, including local structural information, remote-dependent
modeling capability, and adaptability. Therefore, we utilize the Large Kernel Attention
in combination with the ConvNeXt module, where ConvNeXt can improve the modeling
ability of local structural information in the model, and the Large Kernel Attention can
further complement the modeling ability of the model for remote features while retaining
the modeling ability of the model for channels. For the view transform module, a single
bilinear sampling is used to complete the view transform task, which does not pay enough
attention to the local information of image features. We combine bilinear sampling and
attention mechanisms to design a view transform module to ensure that it can complete
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the view transformation simply and efficiently while having better transform performance.
Meanwhile, some depth-based studies [15,19,20] all follow the same BEV features map
settings yet simply use ResNet-18 as the BEV features encoder, which also leads to the fact
that the BEV features map itself suffers from distortion of long-range features after the view
transform module, which is not well solved, and therefore the model is less effective in the
regions farther away from the center of the ego vehicle. To alleviate this contradiction, we
redesigned a module for encoding BEV features using a combination of large kernel-size
convolutional blocks [21], which can efficiently model the remote relations of BEV features.
In this study, we select semantic segmentation as the evaluation task of our proposed model.
We also conducted experiments on the nuScenes dataset to evaluate our proposed model’s
performance. Our proposed model shows good performance with a mIoU of 45.6 in the
experiments. The results also illustrate the effectiveness of each component.

In conclusion, our contributions are summarized as follows:

1. We redesign an image encoder combined with the Large Kernel Attention to address
the conventional encoder’s lack of remote feature modeling capability.

2. To overcome the great difference between image features and BEV features, a view
transform module is designed by combining bilinear sampling and attention mech-
anisms to ensure that BEV features pay more attention to image features that are
closely related.

3. To address the problem of distortion of BEV features at long distances, a BEV encoder
with a large kernel size for BEV features is redesigned to obtain a larger receptive area.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work in BEV percep-
tion methods. Section 3 introduces our proposed model’s overall architecture and each
component’s composition. Next, Section 4 describes the experimental setup, experiment
results, comparative results, and detailed component analysis. The conclusion of this study
is summarized in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we classify BEV perception into two categories according to the view
transformation methods: geometry-based and network-based methods, and we describe
the work related to each of these two categories.

2.1. Geometry-Based Method

The IMP-based method utilizes the homographic matrix derived from the internal and
external parameters of the camera. Cam2BEV [4] first employs IPM to transform multiple
image features and finally obtains the BEV semantic map. To alleviate the distortion
problem of the IPM-based method, TrafCam3D [5] proposes a dual-view network structure.
For the pedestrian prediction problem, SHOT [6] projects each part of the pedestrian at
different ground levels, respectively. The above studies demonstrate that IMP is effective
enough under the condition that the flat-ground assumption is satisfied.

However, it is obvious that real-world driving scenarios cannot always satisfy the
flat-ground assumption. Therefore, researchers began working on predicting the exact
depth needed to accomplish the task of perspective view to BEV transformation. First, the
Depth-based methods lift 2D features into 3D space by adding depth. Specifically, [22,23]
predict each pixel’s depth and directly utilize the existing LiDAR-based task head after
transforming the 2D features into a pseudo-point cloud type. CaDDN [12] proposes
a similar approach, but instead of directly generating a pseudo-point cloud, the pixels
with predicted depth distribution are projected to the BEV, while the process uses depth
supervision from the LiDAR. In addition, LSS [11] proposes to predict an explicit depth
distribution for each 2D feature and then project the 2D features into BEV features. Based
on the LSS, BEVDet [19] proposes a multi-camera model for 3D object detection tasks.
BEVDet4D [24] exploits the previous camera frames to enhance the model’s performance.
BEVDepth [20] demonstrates that the performance of BEV-perception models can benefit
from depth supervision and proposes a faster pooling operation.
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2.2. Network-Based Method

The network-based methods start with using MLP for the view transformation task,
transforming the perspective view to BEV. VED [25] first proposes an end-to-end monocular
real-time prediction model with a MLP layer to transform the perspective view to BEV.
VPN [7] further applies the MLP-based view conversion module to scenarios with multiple
camera inputs. Specifically, VPN first transforms the encoded image features from multiple
cameras into BEV features using MLP and then fuses all BEV features. FISHING [26]
then introduces LIDAR and radar features based on VPN to complete the post-fusion and
achieve multimodal perception. To address the problem of spatial information loss caused
by MLP, PON [8] uses feature pyramids to obtain multi-scale image features and then
uses MLP for view transformation. HFT [27] makes a further comparison between the
advantages and disadvantages of using the camera parameter-based MLP method.

The Transformer-based methods utilize the currently popular Transformer to design
the view transform module without the camera parameters. Unlike the MLP-based method
that starts with 2D features, this method, in turn, uses an attention mechanism to capture
the corresponding 2D features. DETR [28] and STSU [29] accomplish the 2D detection task
by capturing the corresponding features with the pre-defined query. DETR3D [30], on
the other hand, extends DETR to 3D object detection by geometric feature sampling. For
autonomous driving, PETR [10] and PETRv2 [31] further employ camera parameters to
generate position encoding and utilize temporal cues, respectively.

3. Method

This section presents the detailed design of our proposed model for BEV semantic
segmentation. In Section 3.1, we first describe the overall architectural details of our
proposed model. In Section 3.2, we introduce the image encoder for extracting 2D features
from multi-camera images and illustrate why and how to redesign the image encoder. Next,
we explain in detail how our designed view transform module generates 3D voxel features
from 2D features in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we give detailed illustrations of the BEV
encoder of our proposed model.

3.1. Overall Architecture

In this study, our model pipeline takes N RGB images F =
{

Fi ∈ R3×H×W , i = 1, 2, . . . , N
}

from multiple cameras and the corresponding internal and external parameters as input.
The output is a BEV segmentation map obtained by a specific task head. Specifically, our pro-
posed model consists of three core components: the image encoder, the view transform mod-
ule named the Bilinear-Attention module, and the BEV encoder. In particular, the Bilinear-
Attention module consists of two submodules: the Bilinear Sampling module and the De-
formable Attention module, as shown in Figure 1. The multi-camera images are first fed to
the image encoder, which outputs 2D features F2d =

{
F2d

i ∈ RC2d×H2d×W2d , i = 1, 2, . . . , N
}

.

Next, the 3D voxel Fvox ∈ RCvox×Zvox×Xvox and corresponding 3D coordinates generated in
advance are projected onto the 2D features and constructed by bilinear sampling. The 3D
voxel is then further refined by the Deformable Attention module. Finally, the 3D voxel is
encoded into BEV features Fbev ∈ RCbev×Hbev×Wbev by the BEV encoder. The details of each
component in the pipeline are described in the following sections.
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3.2. Image Encoder

A high-performance image feature encoder is crucial for computer vision tasks. Much
research in BEV perception uses ResNet or EfficientNet as the backbone network of the
image encoder because both ResNet and EfficientNet are proven and mature networks
with excellent performance. However, when training the model, the backbone network is
the last stage to update the parameters and is less affected because the model is updated
by backpropagation. Theoretically, the performance of the model is better if a backbone
network with better pre-training performance and more robustness is selected. In the past,
the powerful modeling capability of Visual Transformer has greatly impacted the image
field. ConvNeXt [17], on the other hand, proposes a new pure convolution that provides
stronger performance by emulating the Visual Transformer model. However, ConvNeXt is
limited by the convolutional kernel size, cannot model remote dependencies, and cannot
provide a good balance between local and global modeling capabilities. Although the
excellent Transformer-based backbone network has excellent remote feature modeling capa-
bility, its huge data demand, higher training difficulty, and more computational resources
required than convolutional networks make it not applicable. The Large Kernel Attention
module [18] overcomes the abovementioned drawbacks and nicely combines the advan-
tages of self-attention and large kernel convolution. The Large Kernel Attention module
consists of three components: a spatial local convolution (depth-wise convolution), a spa-
tial long-range convolution (depth-wise dilation convolution), and a channel convolution
(1×1 convolution), as shown in Figure 2. Specifically, a K×K convolution is decomposed into
a [K

d ]× [K
d ] depth-wise dilation convolution with dilation d, a (2d− 1)× (2d− 1) depth-wise

convolution, and a 1× 1 convolution.
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Through the above decomposition, the Large Kernel Attention module captures long-
range relationships with slight computational cost and parameters, estimates the impor-
tance of a point, and generates an attention map. The Large Kernel Attention module can
be written as

Attention = Conv1×1(DW-D-Conv(DW-Conv(F))) (1)

Output = Attention⊗ F + F (2)

where F ∈ RC×H×W is the input feature, Attention ∈ RC×H×W denotes attention map, which
indicates the importance of each feature, and ⊗means element-wise product. We redesign an
image encoder combining the Large Kernel Attention and ConvNeXt blocks to address the
above situation. The network architecture of our image encoder is shown in Figure 3.

Given N images of the size (H, W), we construct the image encoder shown in Figure 3a
to downsample the input image by a factor of 8 to obtain the output features with a
resolution of (H/8, W/8). Specifically, the network architecture of the image encoder
consists of five parts: the stem part, three downsampling blocks, four stages of ConvNeXt
blocks, two blocks with the Large Kernel Attention, and a bilinear upsampling block. We
first employ a convolutional layer with a kernel size of 4 and a stride of 4 and choose layer
normalization to do the normalization operation in the stem part, as shown in Figure 3b. In
this way, we can obtain the output feature map of the stem part as (H/4, W/4). Next, we
adopt three convolution stages of ConvNeXt [17], which contain convolution blocks in the
order of (3, 3, 9). The specific composition of the convolution block is shown in Figure 3d.
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It contains a depthwise convolution layer with a kernel size of 7 responsible for mixing
information in the spatial dimension, layer normalization, the GELU activation function,
and two pointwise convolution layers for mixing information in the channel dimension,
respectively. To further obtain more global features, we employ the Large Kernel Attention
mechanism as described before after the first and second convolutional stages, whose
specific structure is shown in Figure 3e. In addition, a separate downsampling layer is
added in the middle of each convolutional stage, consisting of a convolutional layer with a
kernel size of 2 and a stride of 2, and a layer normalization to achieve spatial downsampling.
Finally, to obtain richer features, we concatenate the output of the third convolution block
with an upsampling multiplier of two through an upsampling block with the output of
the fourth convolution block to obtain the final 2D features F2d. This up-convolution block
consists of one up-sampling layer and two convolution layers with a kernel size of 3, as
shown in Figure 3c.
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3.3. View Transform Module

The depth-based approach achieves dimensionality lifting of 2D features by predict-
ing a corresponding set of depth values for each 2D feature, then puts all features into a
pre-generated view frustum, and finally forms a BEV feature map by pooling calculations.
Although the method achieves satisfactory results, the predicted depth values depend
on the ground plane assumption, and the accuracy of depth prediction seriously affects
the model’s overall performance. In addition, the Simple-BEV [15] also demonstrates the
substitutability of the Lift-Splat method [11]. For the lifting operation of 2D features, [15]
employs a pre-generated set of 3D voxels to obtain sub-pixel features by projecting each
voxel in the 2D feature map using bilinear sampling for each voxel. It has been experimen-
tally demonstrated that this method is more efficient due to the absence of hyperparameters
while maintaining its effectiveness. However, there are better choices than this view trans-
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form method because simple sampling implies a lack of global information modeling
capability, which impacts model performance. To address the above situation, we designed
a view transform module named the Bilinear-Attention module, as shown in Figure 4. The
structure of the proposed Bilinear-Attention module is composed of a Bilinear Sample
module and a Compressed Attention module.
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Figure 4. The overall architecture of the Bilinear-Attention module. The view transform module has
two components: the Bilinear Sample module to complete the 2D feature lifting dimension operation
and the Compressed Attention module to refine the 3D voxel features.

We assume that the input feature map size for the view transform module is (1, 2).
We first generate a 3D feature for each voxel grid by bilinear sampling using a pre-defined
3D voxel grid with dimensions (Z, Y, X) and its corresponding 3D coordinate information.
Specifically, according to the set hyperparameters (Z, Y, X), a 3D voxel grid is generated
along with the 3D coordinate information corresponding to each grid, which is then
converted to the corresponding 2D coordinates using the coordinate system conversion
formula based on 2D and 3D space, as follows:

λp =
[

K | 03
][R 0

03 1

][
0T

3 −C
0 1

]
P (3)

where p =
(

x y 1
)T denotes the 2D pixel position. P =

(
X Y Z 1

)T being a 3D
point defined with homogeneous coordinates. The projection matrix that incorporates the
intrinsic parameters is denoted as K throughout this thesis. Mathematically, the position
and orientation of the camera are defined by a 3× 1 vector C and a 3× 3 rotation matrix R.
Next, bilinear sampling is performed according to the corresponding 2D coordinates to
generate the corresponding voxels for each 3D grid to obtain the sampled 3D voxel grid F′,
whose dimensional size is (N, Y, Z, X). This method, however, has a limited receptive field
for mapping the generated 3D features onto the 2D feature maps. To address this problem,
we then compress the dimension using a convolutional layer with a kernel size of 3 to
obtain the output features X used to generate the Query Q and Key K on the basis of a
3D voxel grid filled with features of size (N, 1, Z, X), and the process can be expressed
as follows:

Q = WqX (4)

K = WkX (5)

V = WvX (6)

where the Wq, Wk, and Wv are the learnable parameters. Meanwhile, the dimensions of Q
and K are set to be the same (N, 1, Z, X) and the dimensions of value V are the same as
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3D features F′. On top of the obtained Query, Key, and Value, we adopt a self-attentive
mechanism to refine the 3D features further and increase the global interaction of the
features. We first compute the attention map using the dot product of Query and Key. In
the next step, we employ the computed attention map and V to generate the final voxel
features. The process can be expressed as follows:

Attention = Softmax(QKT) (7)

Fvox = Attention⊗V ⊕ F′ (8)

where Attention denotes the obtained attentional map. After our proposed feature diffusion
module, the final output Fvox of the view transform module, a 3D voxel grid with rich
features, is obtained.

3.4. BEV Encoder

The BEV feature encoder of many depth-based research studies is ResNet-18 with
small receptive fields, while traditional convolution methods are less capable of modeling
the long-range relationships of BEV features due to the limitations of the moving window,
which cannot focus on the long-range features outside the center of the ego vehicle. In
addition, the view transform module causes much information loss, especially distortion of
features at long distances. Although the current BEV perception algorithms are generally
set within 100 m of the surrounding area, the problem of information loss at long distances
is still apparent. This means that many studies using ResNet-18 as a standard BEV feature
encoder are weakened in their ability to model the long-range relationships of BEV features
by the loss of information at long distances, thus leading to significantly further deteriora-
tion of the long-range results compared to the near-range results. Therefore, to enhance the
spatial long-range modeling capability, we redesigned a BEV feature encoder with large
kernel-size convolutional blocks [21], as shown in Figure 5, to try to focus on the features
away from the center of the BEV features.

We assume that the 3D voxel features after the view transform module is
Fvox ∈ RCvox×Zvox×Xvox , where Cbev, Zvox, Xvox denote the number of channels, height, and
width of the 3D voxel features initially obtained, respectively. As shown in Figure 5a, the
network architecture of our BEV feature encoder consists of three components: a stem
part, two stages consisting of ResNet-18 blocks, and a stage consisting of RepLK blocks. In
particular, we first employ a convolutional layer with a kernel size of 7, followed by a batch
normalization layer and a ReLU activation layer in the stem part, as shown in Figure 5b.
After the stem part, we can get the output features as (Zvox/2, Xvox/2). Furthermore,
we connect the two Res-stages to encode the feature maps further and downsample to
(Zvox/4, Xvox/4), where the Res-stage consists of the ResNet-18 block shown in Figure 5d.
Finally, we adopt several RepLK blocks to form a RepLK stage, as shown in Figure 5e, to
sample the feature map (Hvox/8, Wvox/8). The core components of the RepLK block are a
large kernel convolution part and a feedforward part, where a depth-wise convolutional
layer of the kernel size of 31 further encodes BEV features, and a 1 × 1 convolutional layer
in the feedforward part is responsible for changing the number of channels or feature map
size. To obtain richer BEV features, we upsample the output features after each downsam-
pling to their original size and then perform channel dimension stitching. Finally, the final
output of the BEV encoder is fed into a specific task head to obtain the prediction results.
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4. Experiments

Authors should discuss the results and how they can be interpreted from the perspec-
tive of previous studies and the working hypotheses. The findings and their implications
should be discussed in the broadest possible context. Future research directions may also
be highlighted.

4.1. Setup

Dataset. We evaluated our proposed model on the nuScenes dataset. The nuScenes
dataset contains 1000 scenes, of which 850 are used for training and validation purposes,
and the remaining 150 are reserved for testing. Each scene lasts 20 s, providing much
temporal information for analysis. The nuScenes dataset contains a comprehensive sensor
suite, including six cameras, one LiDAR sensor, and five radar sensors, where each camera
has known corresponding internal and external parameters. In total, the dataset contains
40,000 keyframes capturing scenes from multiple angles and sensor modes. The camera
images in the dataset have a resolution of 1600 × 900 pixels, ensuring a high level of detail
and visual fidelity for visual perception tasks.

Evaluation Metrices. We follow the evaluation metrics of traditional segmentation
tasks and measure the intersection-over-union (IoU) between the segmentation results and
the ground truth. The IoU for each class can be written as follows:

IoU(S p, Sg) =

∣∣∣∣ (Sp ∩ Sg)

(Sp ∪ Sg)

∣∣∣∣ (9)

And the average IoU for all classes can be written as:

mIoU(Sp, Sg) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

IoU(Sp, Sg) (10)

where Sp ∈ RHg×Hg×N and Sg ∈ RHg×Hg×N denote the segmentation prediction results
and the ground truth, respectively. Hg and Wg denote the height and width of the ground
truth, respectively. N is the number of dataset categories.

Details. For the image encoder, we employ the ConvNeXt block that has been pre-
trained on the ImageNet dataset in advance. Our proposed model and reproduced model
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are trained on two NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 12G GPUs. Except for the specially stated
hyperparameters, we follow the settings in ConvNeXt [17] and VAN [18]. For training, we
use the AdamW optimizer, whose learning rate is set to 1× e−3 and the weight decay is set
to 1× e−2. The loss function is computed using binary-cross-entropy loss functions. For
the hyperparameters (Z, Y, X) of the view transform module, we follow the same settings
(200, 8, 200) as in the baselines of this task.

4.2. Experiment Result

In this section, to evaluate the performance of the proposed model, we compre-
hensively compare our proposed model with other state-of-the-art methods, including
FISHING [26], LSS [11], FIERY [13], CVT [32], GKT [33], TIIM [34], BEVFormer [9], and
Simple-BEV [15], as shown in Table 1. For the LSS and the Simple-BEV, we show the retrain-
ing results using the same configuration as the results reported in the original papers. The
results of CVT and GKT are as reported in the original papers. For the model performance
of other methods, we use all the data from this study [15]. For a fair comparison, we use
only the single time step model without considering the time model and only consider the
model’s performance with multi-camera images as input. The results of evaluating the
models on nuScenes are shown in the table. The proposed model achieves 45.4 mIoU on the
nuScenes dataset, which outperforms most current segmentation methods and is similar to
state-of-the-art performance. For the LSS and the Simple-BEV, we retrain with eight batch
size settings, and two batch size settings and obtain results of 33.0 mIoU and 43.8 mIoU,
respectively. In addition, to further demonstrate the performance of our proposed model,
we visualized four key frames of the nuScenes dataset, as shown in Figure 6.
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Table 1. Comparison of results of BEV segmentation on nuScenes. () denotes our reproduced results
of our same setting.

Method Lifting Batch Size mIoU

FISHING [26] MLP - 30.0
LSS [11] Depth Estimation 8 (4) 33.0 (32.1)

FIERY [13] Depth Estimation 12 35.8
CVT [32] Deformable Attn. 16 36.0
GKT [33] Geometry Attn. 16 37.2
TIIM [34] Ray Attn. 8 38.9

BEVFormer [9] Deformable Attn. 1 44.4
Simple-BEV [15] Bilinear 2 (40) 42.5 (47.4)

Ours Bilinear-Attn. 2 45.6

4.3. Detailed Analysis

In this section, we test the nuScenes dataset using different model combinations
to validate our proposed components’ effectiveness. Here we emphasize in advance
that, without special instructions, our experimental settings are all batch size 2 and input
resolution 448× 800. In order to compare the segmentation performance of the components
in detail, we compare the experimental results according to two categories: encoders and
view transform modules.

Image encoder and BEV encoder: We employ an experimental comparison using
different encoder combinations, and the view transform module defaults to our proposed
Bilinear-Attention module. Specifically, we select the classical ResNet-101 and ResNet-18
as an image encoder and a BEV encoder, respectively, together with our proposed two
encoders, and combine them into four experimental setups for our experiments. As
shown in Table 2, Conv-LKA and Res-RepLK denote our proposed image encoder and
BEV encoder, respectively. It can be observed that our proposed image encoder and BEV
encoder can improve the performance with an increase of 1.8 and 1.3 in mIoU, respectively.
Finally, when both of our proposed encoders are used, the model’s overall performance is
improved by 2.6 mIoU. The growth of FLOPs is also obvious when our proposed encoders
are used. As shown in Table 3, we perform comparison experiments on BEV encoders with
different kernel sizes. We can observe that a larger convolutional kernel size is beneficial
for the model’s performance but leads to performance degradation when the kernel size
exceeds a certain limit. Experimental results show that the optimal kernel size is 13 × 13,
while the larger kernel size does not significantly impact the overall number of parameters
in our proposed model. Finally, we use the retrained simple-BEV to compare it with our
proposed method and visualize the results, as shown in Figure 7.

Table 2. Ablations of the different encoder combinations.

ResNet-101 Conv-LKA ResNet-18 Res-RepLK Parameters FLOPs mIoU
√

-
√

- 42.1 M 428.3 G 43.0√
- -

√
40.6 M 512.7 G 44.3

-
√ √

- 38.1 M 552.1 G 44.8
-

√
-

√
36.6 M 653.5 G 45.6

Table 3. Ablations of the different kernel sizes of the BEV encoder.

Kernel Size Parameters mIoU

7 × 7 36.5 M 43.9
9 × 9 36.5 M 44.5

13 × 13 36.6 M 45.6
31 × 31 36.7 M 45.4
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View transform module: We introduce another commonly used depth-based view
transform method to compare and analyze with our proposed view transform module.
Our proposed Bilinear-Attention module is split into a Bilinear Sample module and a
Compressed Attention module for the ablation experiments. As shown in Table 4, Bilinear
and Attention denote the Bilinear Sample module and the Compressed Attention module,
respectively. LKA-RepLK indicates that both of our proposed encoders are used. We
can observe that using the Bilinear Sample module alone does not perform as well as the
depth prediction, but it is very close. Moreover, it can be observed that our proposed view
transform module achieves an 8.2 improvement over the MLP approach in mIoU. Using
the Bilinear Sample module alone also yields a 7.5 improvement in mIoU.

Table 4. Ablations of the different view transform module combinations.

Encoder MLP Depth Bilinear Attention mIoU

LKA-RepLK
√

- - - 37.2
LKA-RepLK -

√
- - 44.8

LKA-RepLK - -
√

- 44.7
LKA-RepLK - -

√ √
45.6

5. Conclusions

This study proposes a camera-based model to accomplish the semantic segmentation
task from the BEV perspective. To obtain an image view encoder with more powerful
encoding performance and capable of capturing long-distance relationships, we redesign
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the backbone network with the Large Kernel Attention module. In addition, we propose the
Bilinear Sample module to complete the lifting operation instead of directly predicting the
depth, and then refine the 3D features with our proposed Compressed Attention module.
We redesign the structure of the BEV encoder with RepLK to address the problem of
long-range distortion of BEV features. We evaluated our proposed model on the nuScenes
dataset. Our experiment results demonstrate that our model outperforms other models
with equivalent training settings on the segmentation task while approaching state-of-
the-art performance. While our current work focuses on semantic segmentation, we
recognize the significance of expanding our evaluation to include object detection tasks.
We are committed to enhancing computational efficiency and model size, ensuring that our
approach remains practical for real-world applications. This optimization will contribute
to the scalability and deployability of our model. Meanwhile, we recognize the challenges
associated with detecting small or distant objects in the Bird’s-Eye view. Our future work
will involve dedicated optimization strategies to address these challenges and improve
the model’s performance in such scenarios. Finally, point clouds provide invaluable depth
and spatial information, we envision integrating point cloud data alongside other sensor
modalities to augment our model’s understanding of the environment.
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